
Cross Campaign Optimization 

Cross-Campaign Optimization for Maximum 
Results with Minimum Effort 
Until now, Marvin has allocated budgets and optimized bids at ad set level. Now, we are 
excited to introduce Marvin’s newest capability, Cross-Campaign Optimization. Cross-
Campaign Optimization turns budget allocation up to a notch and gives you even more 
flexibility and more opportunity to optimize your cumulative ad spend. 

You simply set a total budget for your selected campaigns according to your success 
metric. Then, you leave it to Marvin to distribute the budget according to campaign 
performance. This gives you an easier way to manage your campaign budgets and 
ensure that you are always spending on higher performance.

Take a look at the illustration below to see how Cross-Campaign Optimization works and 
how easy Marvin makes it look.
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Performance 
Multi-layer optimization: You are already testing and optimizing your creatives, optimizing 
bids at an ad set level with Marvin. Now you can optimize budgets at the campaign level 
as well.

Automation
Automate budget allocation across campaigns. Save time.  

Flexibility
More flexibility to customize how you want to use Marvin and how you want to optimize 
your campaigns

Efficiency
Delegate more of the manual work to Marvin and save time, increase your team’s 
efficiency by letting Marvin analyze and calculate the best use of your ad spend on an 
ongoing basis

How Cross-Campaign Optimization makes your life easier 
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How to use Cross Campaign Optimization? 

Step 1: Get Started

1. Select “Campaign Optimization” from the menu. 
2. 2- Click “Start” button.
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Step 2: Create “Pool”

• Pool’s are basically set of campaigns that you selected with one total budget that Marvin 
will allocate across them.

1. Once you click “Start” button, a modal will open in which you will:
1. Enter your pool’s name.
2. Add your campaigns (by name or ID) that you want to gather in that pool. 

Please note.: You must include minimum of 2 campaigns in a  pool. 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• After you select your campaigns, determine a “Pool budget” for all of these campaigns 
for Marvin to distribute this budget according to campaign performance daily. Please 
keep in mind that the minimum budget for a pool should be at least the sum of the 
minimum adset budgets of all campaigns in the pool.

• Upper Bound: The maximum daily budget which can be allocated to a campaign within 
the pool. It is optional; if you leave it blank, the pool’s maximum spending will be 
allocated by Marvin. 

• Choose your pool’s optimization event for Marvin to optimize. 
• Then, you have both Cost (No Revenue Optimization) and ROAS optimization (Use 

Revenue optimization) options with cross-campaign optimization. If you select cost 
optimization (No Revenue Optimization option), Marvin will minimize the cost of the 
pool’s optimization metric, and if you select revenue optimization, it will maximize ROAS. 

• If you choose “Use Revenue Optimization”, make sure that conversion value is 
available for the pool optimization event along with the optimization event. If the 
pool optimization event is a Facebook pixel event, such as website purchases, 
make sure that the value parameter for website purchases is available in your pixel. 
If you want to use revenue optimization for an external metric rather than a 
Facebook pixel event, make sure that you send the conversion value along with the 
number of conversions. 
Choose your attribution window.

• Click create. 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Step 3: View&Edit Pool

You are all set! 

After you finish setting up your pool, now you can see the summary card of the pool in 
which you’ll be able to: 

• View the summary of your pool.
• View your pool’s budget changes. (Marvin will optimize your pool every midnight)
• Edit your pool settings.
• View your changes in the “Activity Log”.
• You can add/remove campaigns from the pool. 
• You can pause or delete your pool. 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• Campaigns in a pool must share the same currency and time zone. As long as they are 
on the same currency and time zone, you can use campaigns under different ad 
accounts as well.

• Cross-campaign optimization will allocate the budget based on the pool’s optimization 
event you define. In case you have good performing campaigns with low spend 
potential, Marvin will take the unspent budget from these campaigns and move it 
towards campaigns with a higher spend potential to maximize the return of the pool 
budget. 

• You can use both campaigns with Marvin's ad set level bidding/budget allocation 
enabled or disabled in Cross-Campaign Optimization. For Non-Marvin campaigns, 
Marvin will distribute the budget between ad set with the existing ratio.

• For Cross-Campaign Optimization to run properly, it requires a minimum of 10 
conversions/daily for each campaign.

• A campaign can only be included in a single pool.
• All campaign objectives are allowed, except Reach and Frequency.
• Campaigns with a lifetime budget can’t be included in a pool. 
• Your campaigns in the pool can have cost optimization enabled while your pool is set to 

ROAS or it can be vice-versa.
• Campaigns can be removed from an existing pool. Pool’s budget value will be 

decreased by the amount of the daily budget of the removed campaign(s).
• Campaigns can be added to the pool. Pool’s budget value will be decreased by the 

amount of the daily budget of the removed campaign(s).
• Pools can be deactivated. If the pool is deactivated, campaign budgets will stay the 

same as they were at the point.
• Pools can be reactivated from the deactivated state. If the pool is activated, pool will be 

calculated as the sum of the campaign budgets. 

Important Notes to keep in mind 
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